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Bible Buds Starter Tips... 
After reading all about Bible Buds, you might be feeling a whole load of emotions. Hopefully you 

will be excited, inspired, encouraged and raring to go! But you might also be feeling apprehensive 

about changing your already existing and established toddler group, in case families don’t 

approve. You might be lacking confidence in your ability to lead Bible Buds. You might be feeling 

doubtful that your team will embrace Bible Buds. You might be feeling confused about how to 

transition from what you already do, to using the Bible Buds resource and the time it could take. 

Don’t worry – you are not alone! We all go through these emotions which are completely 

understandable, so below are some top tips for getting started: 

1. PRAY: It might sound obvious, but first things first, spend time with God, give all your worries 

to Him, because He cares for you (1 Peter 5:7). Avoid the temptation to start planning!  

2. Get Support: It’s vital that your church leadership and congregation are behind you in this 

new venture. Share with them the calling God’s given you to share and declare His love with 

unchurched families. You need their love and prayer support whilst on the Bible Buds adventure! 

3. Recruit & Envision Team: There’s no point starting Bible Buds without a team who are 

fired up to do it with you. You may have an existing team, or perhaps you have zero team. In 

either case, you will ideally need a minimum of around 5 team members. Explain the Bible Buds 

vision and get them excited about sharing and declaring God’s love with unchurched families.  

4. Value Team: Your team may struggle with change. Spend time with them, reassuring them 

that this change is good! Encourage each member to believe in themselves and God, trusting 

that He has given them each unique gifts to use for His Kingdom. Then give roles to your team 

according to their giftings, so they have a purpose in Bible Buds. 

5. Communicate: Communication is key! In preparation for Bible Buds starting, you will need to 

regularly communicate with your church leaders and congregation, your team and your toddler 

group families. Before you start Bible Buds, get everyone excited! Create a buzz. Be honest 

about what Bible Buds is (although the name gives it away!) and plug the fact that Bible Buds 

is a great, Christian resource with educational links to help children develop morally and have fun. 

Be creative with how you communicate. Give verbal notices; written notices on fliers and posters; 

emails; social media etc. Give out Bible Buds goodies to get Bible Buds on everyone’s minds, 

including the launch date! Then, have a countdown and enjoy hyping Bible Buds up!  

6. Practise: Before Bible Buds starts, spend a bit of time practising a Bible Buds session on 

your own and with your team. You might want to have a ‘dry run’ without families, so you can 

visualise what it will look like and iron out any issues. Practise the puppet scripts and Bible 

story, to help you visualise it and build your confidence. A Bible Buds session doesn’t need to be 

perfect, but a little bit of practise and preparation is never a bad thing! 

7. Make Changes: If you already lead a toddler group, when you launch Bible Buds it will help if 

the venue looks physically different. We mentioned in the Introduction Chapter that Bible Buds 
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can slot into your already existing session and doesn’t need to be a completely new event, which is 

true. You don’t need to scrap everything within your session in order to do Bible Buds, but it does 

help to have a clear, visual clue, creating a new culture so families know there’s something 

different happening. It could be that the team wear Bible Buds t-shirts, or perhaps you create 

a new physical space for Bible Buds e.g. it works well when everyone moves to a separate room 

or space for the Bible Buds puppets and story.  

8. STOP: Bible Buds works best when the session stops and children gather, with their 

parents/carers, rather than letting children choose whether to join in or continue playing. It can 

be tricky doing Bible Buds when parents/carers are talking over the top of you! Don’t be afraid 

to politely ask adults to stop talking and encourage them to engage in the activity - they can 

enjoy chatting at other points in the session! (You may want to communicate this expectation to 

parents beforehand, and have a few team members who can gently ask them to stop – so you’re 

not trying to do this as well as leading Bible Buds.) If some parents/carers don’t want to join in, 

it might work having Bible Buds in another room so those who want to chat, can do so without 

disrupting you. Obviously, the ideal is that you stop the session and everyone joins in with Bible 

Buds at some level. Many parents will actually find Bible Buds fun if they give it a try! If not, 

you might just need to…  

9. Be Bold & Uncompromising:  Keep persevering with Bible Buds! Don’t compromise or be 

tempted to ‘water it down’ because some parents/carers are unsure! Be bold and clearly 

communicate that this is a new, exciting resource you are doing. Ideally, every child and 

parent/carer will join in to some extent – whether a little or a lot. But, if there are parents who 

really don’t want to join in or don’t want their children joining in, perhaps they can help do 

something else during the Bible Buds time e.g. Help tidy up or get the snacks ready, rather than 

just letting the children continue playing – which will be a distraction for others. Jesus faced a 

lot of opposition when He spoke too. In Matthew 10:14, when sending out the disciples to go and 

share the gospel, Jesus advised: ‘If anyone will not welcome you or listen to your words/message, 

leave that home or town and shake the dust off your feet.’ We’re not suggesting you ignore 

those parents/carers who don’t welcome the Bible Buds message, but Jesus tells us to move on 

and invest more time and energy into those who do welcome the Bible Buds message. Be bold and 

trust that God is in control.  

10. Remember your identity & Vision: If you’re having a bad day, spend some time with 

God, asking Him to remind you of your calling, and the vision He has given you for the lost 

families in your group. Bring to mind times when you have seen God at work at your toddler 

group. Remember the big picture! Ask Him to remind you what He thinks about you and His 

promises for you. You are a child of God, you don’t need to fear, people-please or seek others 

approval. God is in control and has a perfect plan. He has called you to share and declare His love.  

 

And Finally... Keep Praying! 


